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In order to estimate the spatial covariancestructureof sea surface temperature(SST) using
advancedvery high resolutionradiometer(AVHRR) satellitedata, autocorrelationinducedby the
sensoritself must be determinedand then removed before the correlative propertiesof SST per se can
be found. Sensor-inducedautocorrelation arises from (1) partially redundant sampling and (2) a

nonideal impulse response.Simulationtechniquesare used to model the correlation structure
producedby the AVHRR. Resultsindicatethat an autocorrelation
of 0.39 at lag 1 arisesfrom the
overlapof adjacentpixelsin the alongscandirection.Autocorrelations
of 0.51 (alongscan)and 0.43
(alongtrack)arise from the sensorimpulseresponseat lag 1. The autocorrelationat lag 2 is still
significant(0.07) due to the sensorimpulse responsein the alongscandirection. Overall, an
autocorrelationof 0.46 occurs at lag 1 due to the combinedeffects of pixel overlap and the sensor

impulseresponse,at nadir. Procedures
for removingthis sensor-induced
correlationare presented.
Oceanographically,
these resultsindicate, for example, that the gradientsassociatedwith sharp
oceanicfronts will be suppressed.Applicationof the resultsto observedAVHRR satellitedata
indicatethat correlationlengthscalesfor SST over one portionof the Gulf Streamare on the order of
20 km. The resultsalsoindicatethat the effectivespatialresolutionof the AVHRR is roughly 1.25 km
at nadir, somewhatlower than the commonlyacceptedvalue. Finally, it is concludedthat the accuracy
of the calculationsis limited by (1) an incompletespecificationof the AVHRR systemmodulation
transferfunction(MTF) and (2) the sinewave responsefunctionthat is usedto approximatethe system
MTF.

autocorrelationin Landsat data. Finally, Craig [1984] again
identified the importance of terrain in contributingto autoIn order to determine the spatial correlation structure of correlation in Landsat data. He further suggestedmethods
sea surface temperature (SST) from advanced very high for removingthe effectsof autocorrelationin these data. It is
resolution radiometer (AVHRR) satellite data, it is necesimportantto note in these studiesthat no attempt was made
sary to consider what influence the AVHRR sensoritself
to estimateor separatethe effectsof possiblesensor-induced
may impose on this structure. Because the AVHRR is a
(auto)correlation from the autocorrelation naturally arising
scanningradiometer and becauseof the method of sampling
in the remotely sensed fields themselves. Also (to my
employedby this instrument,it is possiblethat the radiances
knowledge),no similar studieshave, as yet, been conducted
from adjacent picture elements (pixels) do not represent
for the AVHRR.
completely independent estimates of SST. Hence we are
In the following, a brief introductionto the theory of linear
motivated to examine those characteristics of the AVHRR
systems,
a discussionof the AVHRR sensor per se, and
that may affect the correlative properties, in our case, of
calculations of the line spread functions (LSFs) are first
SST.
presented.Sectionsfollow on simulationsof sensor-induced
Several recent studies have considered autocorrelation in
multispectralscanner(MSS) and thematicmapper(TM) data correlation, combining the results, and application to obfrom the Landsat polar-orbiting satellite [e.g., Tubbs and served data. Finally, there is a discussionsection followed
Coberly, 1978; Craig, 1979; 1981, 1984a; Craig and Labo- by conclusions.
vitz, 1980].The MSS and TM, like the AVHRR, are scanning
radiometers. Tubbs and Coberly [1978] indicated that due to
LINEAR SYSTEMS
the physical properties of both the sensor and the target
scene, Landsat data are highly correlated. Craig [1979]
Any image-formingsystemmay be treated as a black box,
found that Landsat data are highly autocorrelated. To cor- if an input signalis operatedon to producean output signal
rect for this interdependencebetween samples,he recom- [Gaskill, 1978]. For most present generation spaceborne
mendedsubsamplingthe data every tenth pixel. In a subse- radiometers, the input consistsof scene radiances and the
quent study, Craig and Labovitz [1980] suggestedthat a output, a correspondingdigital signalsuitablefor transmisnumber of sources may contribute to autocorrelation in sionto Earth (Figure 1). As indicated, suchradiometersmay
Landsat (MSS) data. These sourcesgenerally fell into two
be viewed as being composedof three subsystems,optics at
categories: those related to hardware effects and those
the front end, followed by a detector, and electronics. The
arising from natural conditions such as cloud cover, locafollowing discussionis valid to the extent that radiometers
tion, and time of year. Craig [1982] concluded that the
such as the AVHRR can be treated as constant-parameter
Earth's terrain contributed significantly to the observed
linear systems[e.g., Gaskill, 1978].
This paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1990by
In the time domain, if the input to a linear system is si(t),
the American Geophysical Union.
then the output from that system, So(t), can be determined
according to
Paper number 90JC00069.
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Fig. 1.

Schematicdiagramof a typical spaceborneradiometer depictingthe basic functions that occur from the input
scene radiance to the digital signal at the output.

So(t)=

h(r)si(t-

r) dr

for continuousfunctions of time. The weight function, h(r),
is often referred to as the impulse responsefunction. In the
frequency domain, (1) can be converted via Fourier transformation

to

So(f) = H(f)Si(f)

(2)

where Si(f) is the Fourier transform of the input, si(t), at
frequencyf, So(f) is the Fourier transform of the output,
So(t), and H(f) is the Fourier transformof h(r) and is called
the frequency response function or transfer function. The
frequency response function of a linear system is generally
complex,

H(f) = IH(f)lei4•(f)

(3)

where H(f) representsthe systemgain, 4•(f) the phase shift

imposed
by thesystem,
andi = X/T-1.
For optical systems, the impulse response function is
replaced by the point spreadfunction, PSF(x, y), where time
is replaced by x and y, variables which represent orthogonal
coordinates in the image domain. The PSF describes the
two-dimensional spatial output for a point source. Because
actual systems have a nonideal PSF, scene radiance modulation is reduced through the imagingprocess,resultingin an
overall smoothing of the input scene. In an optical system,
the output resulting from an arbitrary input spatial pattern
can be found through a two-dimensional convolution with

and identical with the MTF. As pointed out by Lloyd [1975],
however, thermal imaging systems may differ from other
optical and electro-optical devices in several ways, making
the OTF construct, in the case of thermal sensors, less than
ideal.

In practice, it is not usually possible to measure the
two-dimensional PSF directly. Consequently, one-dimensional versions of the PSF in satellite alongscan (x) and
alongtrack (y) coordinates are measured independently and
the results combined to produce the PSF [Markham, 1985].
These one-dimensional

versions

of the PSF are called line

spread functions (LSFs). These functions represent the
response of an optical system to an infinitesimally narrow
line source, aligned in the appropriate direction. However,
to determine the PSF using this approach, it is assumedthat
the PSF is separablewith respect to a rectangular coordinate
system.A function of two independentvariablesis separable
with respect to a particular set of coordinates if it can be
expressed as a product of two functions, each of which
dependson only one independent variable [Goodman, 1968].
Thus, if the PSF(x, y) can be expressed as

PSF(x, y)= LSF•(x)LSF2(y)

(6)

where LSF•(x) and LSF2(y) are the correspondingline
spreadfunctions in the x and y directions, respectively, then
the PSF(x, y) is a separablefunction. Also, this property of
separability allows cumbersome two-dimensional Fourier
transforms to be expressed as the product of two simpler
one-dimensional

Fourier

transforms.

the PSF.

Alternatively, the output of an optical system can be
expressedin terms of spatial frequency as

THE

AVHRR

The AVHRR is an optical-mechanicaldevice consistingof
five
modules: a scanner, an optical subsystem, a radiant
Go(vx,b'y)=OTF(ex, l•y)Gi(l•
x, l•y)
(4)
cooler, an electronics module, and a baseplate unit [ITTwhereVx(•y)represents
spatialfrequencyin thex(y) direc- Aerospace, 1976].
tionandGi(Px,py)is thetwo-dimensional
spatialspectrum A continuously rotating mirror, rotating at 360 rpm, proof the inputscene.The OTF(•,x,•,y), the opticaltransfer vides scanning in the alongscan direction. This rate of
function,istheFouriertransform
of thePSF,andGo(•x, •y) alongscanscanningis synchronized with the forward motion
is the two-dimensional spatial spectrumof the output image. of the spacecraft to produce quasi-contiguousscan lines of
The OTF provides a measure of an imaging system's ability
Earth-sensedradiances. The optical subsystemconsists of
to recreate the spatial frequency content of a scene. Like the an afocal Cassegrain telescope which collects and collimates
frequency response function, the OTF is generally a com- the incomingradiation, followed by secondaryoptics which
plex quantity where
reimage and separate the incoming radiation into discrete
OTF(•) = MTF(•)ei4'(•)
(5) spectral bands and focuses it onto field stops, where it is
subsequentlydetected. The spectral bands for the currently
The modulus of the OTF, or modulation transfer function
operationalfour-channel instrument (NOAA 10) are given in
(MTF), represents the system's sine wave amplitude re- Table 1.
sponse,and 4•(•') indicates the spatial frequency phase shift
Bands 3 and 4 in the IR are separated by a dichroic beam
introduced by the system. For optical systems where the splitter before they are detected. Spectral radiance in band 4
PSF is symmetric, no phase shift occurs, and the OTF is real is sensedby a mercury-cadmium-telluride detector, which is
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TABLE 1. Wavelength Regions (i.e., Spectral Bands) Utilized
by the AVHRR
Band
1
2
3
4

Wavelength Region, tam
0.55-0.68
0.725-1.10
3.55-3.93
10.5-11.5

Startingwith NOAA 7 and up throughNOAA 11(the next satellite
to be launched in the NOAA series) the odd-numbered satellites
carry five-channel instruments. The fifth channel extends from 11.5
to 12.5 tam, and channel four is shifted to 10.3-11.3 tam.
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with increasing slant range between the satellite and the
target (i.e., through similar triangles). This increase in alongtrack pixel diameter versus nadir angle can be expressed
approximately as [Richards, 1986]
bH-- bo sec 0

(7)

where bH is the alongtrack pixel diameter at nadir angle 0
and b0 is the alongtrackpixel diameter at 0 = 0ø.
This increasein alongtrack pixel diameter leads to increasing overlap between adjacent pixels in the alongscan direc-

tion as the slant range increases (Figure 2). For example, at
a nadir angle of about 43ø, the percent of overlap is approximately 40%. Thus pixel overlap, although arising from
located in the radiant cooler module. The radiant cooler
different mechanisms, occurs in both the alongscan and
thermally isolates the IR detectors from the optics and alongtrack directions.
maintainsthem at a temperature of 105 K. The instantaneous
MTF data for the AVHRR are provided by the manufacfield-of-view
(IFOV) of theinstrument
is 1.3 x 10-3 radians turer at a limited number of spatial frequencies. This system
in all channels, yielding a nominal spatial resolution at nadir MTF includes the optics, the detector, and the electronics
of about 1.08 km at a spacecraft altitude of 833 km, and (Figure 1). Alongscan and alongtrack MTF data for band 4
about 1.13 km at a spacecraft altitude of 870 kin.
for the AVHRR aboard NOAA 10 are shown in Figure 3.
The electronics module processesthe detector outputs to MTF data for frequencies greater than about 0.45 cycles/km
produce digital data suitablefor transmissionto Earth (or for are not available, and thus the MTF response curve must be
storage aboard the spacecraft). To accomplish these objec- extrapolated at the higher frequencies. Because a square
tives, the detector outputs are amplified, multiplexed, con- wave pattern is used to calibrate the sensor, the measured
verted from analog to digital form, and finally sampled at a MTF response correspondsto a square wave input modularate of 40 kHz by the satellite processorto produce digital tion. To determine the AVHRR's impulse response or LSF,
data wit.h 10-bit resolution.The instrumentbaseplate is the an equivalent sine wave MTF is required. To estimate the
mounting structure to which all the other modules are equivalent sine wave response(MTF(v)siw) from the meaaffixed.

The schematicdiagram shown in Figure 1 can be applied
to the AVHRR, based on the primary functions performed
by the various components which make up the instrument.
This simplified functional structure provides a convenient
framework for analyzing the behavior of this device.
AVHRR data are sampled at a rate of 1.4 samples per
IFOV [$chwalb, 1978]. This sampling rate yields adjacent
IFOVs which overlap by approximately40% in the alongscan direction. Although oblique viewing and Earth curvature
for increasing scan angles cause distention of the individual
pixels, the percent of overlap between adjacent pixels in the
alongscandirection remains essentially constant (Figure 2).
In the alongtrack direction, pixel size (i.e., the minor axis
of the scan spot ellipse or alongtrack pixel diameter (Figure
2)) also increases with increasing slant range or scan angle.
This occurs because the alongtrack ground coverage corresponding to the distance subtended by one IFOV increases

suredsquarewave response(MTF(v)sqw)the following
relationship was used [Lloyd, 1975],

v >- Vc/5
MTF(v)siw= H/4{MTF(i/)sqw
}

where Vc is the cutoff frequency. According to Lloyd, the
expression above is a good approximation for frequencies
greater than about one-fifth of the cutoff frequency (i.e., the
v at which MTF(v)siw = 0.5). Additional contraints must

alsobe satisfied,namely,that MTF(v)siw = (MTF(v)sq
w at
the lowest and the highest frequencies that define the MTF
response curve. Obviously, the previous requirement must
be relaxed

somewhat

near

the

minimum

and

maximum

values of v in order to produce a smooth, well-behaved
curve.

In order to calculate LSFs for the AVHRR, information
on system phase shift as well as the MTF data are required,
as indicated earlier (section on linear systems). According to

a-- Major axis of scan spot ell ipse
b• Minor axis of scan spot ellipse

Fig. 2.

(8)

Sketch of pixel geometry for the AVHRR for adjacent scan lines showing scan spot (pixel) overlap in the
alongscanand alongtrack directions.
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Fig. 3. AVHRR squarewave and sine wave MTF responsecurvesfor band 4 (NOAA 10) for the alongscan(left
panel) and the alongtrack(right panel) directions[ITT-Aerospace,1976].Circled pointsindicatemeasuredvalues,and
dashedportionsindicateestimatedMTF responsesin thoseregions.

R. Koczor (personal communication, 1987), the phase shift
introduced by the AVHRR occurs within the electronics
and, to a first approximation, can be modeled as the phase
shift that occurs in a two-pole Butterworth filter (Figure 4).
This phase responseapplies in the alongscandirection only.
As indicated by Markham [1984] for the MSS onboard
Landsat, the corresponding filter approximation for this
sensor's electronics has no effect on the alongtrack MTF
(i.e., no phase shift in the alongtrackdirection), and thus the
same should be true for the AVHRR.

CALCULATING

THE LINE

SPREAD FUNCTIONS

To estimate
thelinespread
functions,
LSFxandLSFyfor
the AVHRR, the alongscan and alongtrack MTFs are employed in accordance with the section on linear systems.
These calculationsare accomplishedusing the discrete version of the inverse Fourier transform, where the LSF at the
kth point is

1N-1

hk=•• Hn
e-2•rink/N

(9)

n=0

wherehk is the inverseFourier transformof H n or the LSF,
Hn the systemOTF at spatialfrequencyn, N the number of

points
at whichtheOTFisdiscretized,
andi = X/-•.
The estimatedsine wave MTF responsecurves (Figure 3)
were digitized at 32 points, equally spaced in frequency
(A•, = 0.025 cycles/km) from 0.0 to approximately 0.7 cycles/km. The phaseresponsefor the alongscancase (Figure
4) was digitized at the same frequencies. The actual calculationswere performed usinga fast Fourier transform [Press
et al., 1986]. The calculated LSFs for the alongscan and
alongtrackdirections are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Since At,
and Ax are related by A•, = 1/NAx, where •, is the spatial
frequencyand A x is distance, the incremental distancealong
the abscissa is

Ax = 1/NAt, = 1.0/32(0.025)= 1.25 km
The alongscan LSF (Figure 5) is asymmetric about the
location of maximum response due to the phase shift that

20.00
I
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- 140.00
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Fig. 4. Phase response for a two-pole Butterworth filter. This
phaseresponseapproximatesthe phaseresponseof the AVHRR (R.
Koczor, personal communication, 1987).

DISTANCE (Km)

Fig. 5.

The calculated LSF for the AVHRR in the alongscan
direction.
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TABLE 2. Calculated Autocorrelations (Due to Overlap
(Alongscan) and Alongscanand Alongtrack LSFs) and Combined
Autocorrelations(for Equal Variances Due to Overlap and
Alongscan and Alongtrack LSFs)

i

• •, 0.8

AND REMOVING
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Fig. 6.

The calculated LSF for the AVHRR in the alongtrack
direction.

occurs in this direction. Also, its departure from an ideal
LSF (i.e., rectangular) is clearly evident. In contrast, the
alongtrackLSF is symmetric, althoughthis responsecurve
also departs significantlyfrom an ideal response.

pected.
The same approach can be used to determine the correla-

tion introducedby the AVHRR in the alongtrackdirection.
As was pointed out earlier, the percent of overlap between
adjacent pixels in the alongtrackdirection dependson the

0.392
-0.016
-0.009
-0.006
-0.015
-0.012
0.001
-0.005
-0.010
-0.010

Alongscan
0.509
0.072
0.031
0.037
0.024
0.007
-0.008
-0.008
-0.001
-0.008

Combined

Lag
I
2
3
4
5

SENSOR SIMULATIONS

To determine the autocorrelation introduced by the
AVHRR due to pixel overlap in the alongscan direction,
normally distributed random sequenceswith zero mean and
unit variance (0, 1) were producedusing an IMSL Gaussian
random deviate generator [IMSL Inc., 1982]. Seventy sequences were generated with each containing 2048 values.
(The IMSL random number generatorwas initially testedfor
randomnessby calculatingautocorrelationfunctions(ACFs)
prior to the calculations described here. For 70 runs, with
the same seedsused here, sequencesof 512 and 2048 yielded
average ACFs over lags 1-5 that rangedfrom 0.001 to 0.0048
for the sequenceof 512, and from 0.001 to 0.0037 for the
sequenceof 2048. Results became sequencelength dependent for sequencesconsiderably shorter than the value used
here but were not sequencelength dependentfor lengthsof
this order, or greater.) Within each sequence, values in
groups of 10 were shifted to produce new sequenceswhich
were overlapped by 40%, simulating the characteristic of
oversampling (in the alongscandirection) in the AVHRR.
The resultswere then averagedwithin groupsto producethe
final overlappedseries.ACFs were calculatedout to lag 10 in
each case. The resulting 70 ACFs were then averaged.This
procedureproduceda mean autocorrelationof 0.392 at lag 1,
and sincea value of 0.40 was the anticipatedresult at this lag
(i.e., the expected correlation due to 40% overlap between
adjacent pixels), this level of convergencewas considered
acceptableand thus justified the use of 70 (versus a greater
numberof) sequences.The autocorrelationdue to overlapin
the alongscandirection at lags 1-10 are listed in Table 2 and
plotted in Figure 7. Autocorrelationsat lags greater than 1
are probably not statisticallysignificant(i.e., lessthan 0.01).
Since alongscanpixel overlap for the AVHRR is less than
50%, significantcorrelations beyond lag 1 were not ex-

Overlap (Alongscan)

Autocorrelation

Alongtrack
0.428
0.000
0.005
0.030
0.026

0.018
0.007
0.004
0.008
0.010

Coefficient

0.463
0.032
0.016

0.028
0.019

slant range (or nadir angle) between the satellite and the
ground. Using the linear approximationgiven in the previous
section, the percent of overlap between adjacent pixels in
the alongtrack direction versus nadir or viewing angle from
the satellite is shown in Figure 8. In this case, as before, the
percent of overlap is roughly the autocorrelation to be

expected
at lag 1 (x 10-2),andsincethe overlapdoesnot
exceed 50% for allowable nadir angles, significantcorrelation beyond lag 1 due to overlap is not expected in the
alongtrack direction.
Autocorrelation introduced by the AVHRR due to the
system LSFs was estimated by first generating normally
distributed (0, 1) random sequences of length 512 (again,
results became sequence length dependent for sequences
considerably shorter than this value), and then convolving
the results with the corresponding LSFs. Since the LSFs

1.0

o

0.5

•

0.0

LAG

O
O
<1:

-0.5

Fig. 7. Average autocorrelation function (ACF) calculated from
70 random sequencesfor lags 1-10 for the AVHRR due to overlap in
the alongscandirection. Horizontal dashed lines indicate approximate 95% confidence limits.
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Fig. 8. Percent overlap between adjacentpixels in the alongtrack
direction versus nadir angle for a satellite altitude of 870 km.

were digitized at 21 (equally spaced)points, each convolved

1.0

series contained 492 values. ACFs were calculated from the

convolved series and then averaged over 70 such simulated
realizations. The results for the alongscan LSF (Table 2;

Figure9, upperpanel)indicatethat the autocorrelationat lag
1 is approximately0.51, and at lag 2, 0.07. The autocorrelation at lag 2 may be statistically significant, a result of the
asymmetry of the alongscan LSF. Simulated autocorrelations were also calculated for the alongtrack direction (Table
2; Figure 9, lower panel). The autocorrelation at lag 1 in the
alongtrack direction is somewhat less than in the alongscan
direction (0.43 versus0.51). At lags greater than 1, autocorrelations in this direction are most likely not statistically
significant.
COMBINING

To determine

the overall

THE RESULTS

effects of sensor-induced

(1O)

J

where

qj: o']/•]o'•

0.0

-0.5

Fig. 9. Average ACF calculatedfrom 70 random sequencesfor
lags 1-10 for the AVHRR due to the system LSF in the alongscan
(upper panel) and the alongtrack(lower panel) directions. Horizontal dashed lines indicate approximate 95% confidence limits.

corre-

lation on the property of interest, the autocorrelationdue to
overlap (alongscan and alongtrack), and the system LSFs
(alongscanand alongtrack), must be combined. If we assume
that these effects arise independently, then random process
theory indicatesthat these effects combine linearly according to [Vanmarcke, 1983]

PT(T)= Z qjPj(T)

0.5

(ll)

andpT(r) is thecombined
(T) autocorrelation
at lagr, pj(r)

portant over the first two lags. Beyond lag 2, the autocorrelations are again most likely not statistically significant.
It is importantto notethat theseresultsdepend,in part, on
the values of the individual varianceschosen originally (i.e.,
unity in each case) in performing the ACF calculations. Thus
the results in the lower half of the Table 2 (and shown in
Figure 10) are valid only for the case where the individual
variances that contribute to the overall ACF are equal. In
reality, these values are not known, and thus we can only
specifythe limits within which the true compositevalues will

1.0

is the jth autocorrelationdue to overlap, alongscanLSF, or

alongtrack
LSF at lagr, irk2 isthevariance
associated
with
the kth process,andqj is thefractionalcontribution
to the
total variance. (Autocorrelation due to overlap and to the
system LSFs may, in fact, not be completely independent.
However, for the sake of expediency, we assumethat any
interdependencebetween these two effects is small.)
Representativevalues for the combinedautocorrelations
due to overlap (alongscan)and the alongscanand alongtrack
LSFs at zero nadir for the AVHRR out to lag 5 are included
in Table 2 and shown in Figure 10. For viewing angles off
nadir, the autocorrelation due to overlap in the alongtrack
direction

must also be included.

Estimates for this contribu-

0.5

0.0

LAG

-0.5

Fig. 10. Combined autocorrelationfunction due to overlap and

tion were presented previously (Figure 8). These results the alongscanand alongtrack LSFs, at nadir, for equal variances due
indicate that AVHRR-induced autocorrelation may be im- to overlap and alongscanand alongtrack LSFs.
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Fig. 11. AVHRR satelliteimageacquiredon February27, 1988,at 2030UT over a portionof the Gulf Streamoff
the coasts of North and South Carolina. Darker shadesindicate cooler SSTs and vice versa. The rectangle (300 km x

50 km) indicatesthe cloud-freearea within which analysesdescribedin the text are conducted.

lie. In principle, (10) could simply be inverted to determine
the ACF of SST itself from observed AVHRR

APPLICATION

TO OBSERVED

DATA

data, if each

of the tr• wereknown.Sincesignificant
autocorrelations In this sectionwe apply the resultsof the previous section
occur, at most, only over the first two lags, however, our
results suggestan even simpler approach: subsamplethe raw
data every third pixel in both the alongscanand alongtrack
directions. Subsampling, of course, raises the specter of
spatial aliasing.

to observed AVHRR satellite data acquired over a cloudfree portion of the Gulf Stream on February 27, 1988, at 2030
UT. In particular, we subjectthe subsetof satellite-derived
SSTs indicated in Figure 11 to autocorrelation analysisafter
first detrendingthe data and then subsamplingthe residuals
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every third pixel. The AVHRR data were Earth-located
using standard techniques [Brown and Evans, 1982]. SSTs
were calculated from radiances in bands 4 (10.8/am) and 5
(12.0 /am) using the multichannel retrieval technique of
McClain et al. [1985]. Every fifth scan line within the
enclosed rectangle was selected for analysis. Each scan line
contained 256 pixels.
As mentioned, the data were initially detrended. Detrending was employed to remove low wave numbervariability in
the data causedby gradually increasingtemperaturesas the
Gulf Stream was approached and crossed. This source of
variability rendered the data nonstationaryand thus, in its
original form, unsuitable for autocorrelation analysis. A
third-degreepolynomial was fitted to each scanline usingthe
method of least squaresand then removed from the original
data, yielding the residuals shown in Figure 12 (middle
column). These residuals, as well as the original data,
indicate

the locations

of Gulf

Stream

boundaries

on its

western side by the sudden increases (or changes)in SST
which

can be identified

in certain

umn).

These autocorrelograms indicate zero-crossingdistances
in the range of 15-25 km. First zero-crossing estimates
obtained from these ACFs should be virtually unaffectedby
sensor-inducedautocorrelation, since they occur at lag numbers considerably greater than 2. In some cases, several
peaks occur in the autocorrelationplots, suggestingperiodic
variability in SST, with wavelengths of the order of 40 km in
this region of the Gulf Stream.
DISCUSSION

From the foregoing analysis, it is apparent that the temperatures calculated from neighboringpixels will be similar
at least to the extent that sensor-induced

autocorrelation

is

important. Because of this artificially induced similarity
between neighboringpixel temperatures, the magnitudesof
sharp gradients and oceanic fronts over small spatial domains will be suppressed.To illustrate this effect explicitly,
we simulate a sharp ocean front and then apply the smoothing functions associatedwith the alongscanand the alongtrack LSFs (Figure 13). The simulatedfront, before smoothing, has a gradient of 8øC/1 km pixel. After smoothing, in
each case, small but perceptible distortions of the frontal
structure occur. These distortions or discrepanciesextend
for about 1 pixel about the region of maximum change and
in a small

but

detectable

reduction

in the overall

gradient. The magnitudes of these discrepanciesare generally in the range of 1-3 counts(--•0.2 to --•0.6øC).Even for full
resolution imagery, these effects will be small and most
likely will be detectable only in color displays. For lower
resolution black and white displays, these effects will probably not be detectable.
One approach to correcting the raw data for the effect of
sensor-induced autocorrelation is through the fitting of a
so-called ARIMA time series model to the data [e.g., Box
and Jenkins, 1976]. The previously calculated autocorrelation coefficients

CORRELATION

for the effect of sensor-induced

autocorrelation.

In addition

to the ACFs, partial autocorrelation functions (PACFs) are
often calculated [Box and Jenkins, 1976] to help determine
the type and order of such models. PACFs were, in fact,
calculated as a part of the present analysis (although not
shown) and, together with the ACFs, suggest that a relatively simple MA(1) model is appropriate in both the alongscan and alongtrack directions. Such a model, in one spatial
dimension,would have the following form (with zero mean),
Tx = •3oZx+ •3•Zx-• +"'

[3nZx-n

(12)

where the T represent temperatures at adjacent x, x - 1,
x - 2, etc., locationsalong (or across)a scanline, the •3are
the movingaveragecoefficients,and the Zxrepresenta white
noise process.
Spatial spectra, calculated from AVHRR-derived SSTs,
will also be affected by sensor-inducedcorrelation. Since the
spectrum of a first-order MA process can be expressedin
one dimension as [Chatfield, 1984]

scan lines. The residuals

were subsampledevery third pixel in accordancewith the
results of the previous section. Autocorrelation functions
were then calculatedfrom the subsampledresiduals,yielding
the autocorrelograms shown in Figure 12 (fight-hand col-

result

SENSOR-INDUCED

could be used to derive

such an ARIMA

model that could then be applied to the raw data to correct

1

P(v) =--[1 + 2/3cosv/(1 +/32)]

(13)

where P(v) is the one-dimensionalspatial spectrumat spatial
frequency v and /3 is a constant, it is clear that sensorinduced correlation

will introduce

distortion

into estimates

of P(v) as well.

Preprocessingof AVHRR satellite data for SST often
includesspatialaveragingof adjacentpixels in blocksof four
or more to reduce both the problem of cloud contamination
and the volume of data. The results of spatial averagingby
itself still contain the effects of sensor-induced

autocorrela-

tion. Even the preprocessingprocedure employed by Cornilion et al. [1987], whereby they retain only the warmest
pixel in each 4 x 4 pixel square, does not eliminate the
problem entirely, sincein some cases, adjacent pixels will be
the ones retained in two adjacent squares.
In the foregoing analysis, we have only considered the
effects of the sensor itself in degrading the clarity and
uniquenessof the signal that represents $ST from a single
area on the Earth's surface. Further processingof the data,
including geometric corrections and Earth location, introduces additional signal degradation. Any algorithm used to
resample the original data in this regard will possessan
equivalent MTF, and associatedwith that MTF there will be
additional processing-induced effects on the correlation
structure

of the data.

The MTFs can also be used to provide an alternate
estimate of the spatial resolution of the AVHRR. According
to Slater [ 1975], suchan estimate is provided by the effective
instantaneous field-of-view (EIFOV) of the instrument. This
measure of spatial resolution is defined as
1

EIFOValongscan=
•

c)

(14)

where/• = /• c at MTF(/•) = 0.5 in the alongscandirection,
and
1

EIFOValongtrack
- 2(vc)

(15)

where v = Vc at MTF(v) = 0.5 in the alongtrackdirection,
and/Zc and Vc are the effective system cutoff frequencies.
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Solid lines indicate the simulatedfront before smoothing,and the dots, the simulatedfront after smoothing(i.e., as the
AVHRR

"sees" it).

CONCLUSIONS
When the appropriate values are taken from Figure 3, (14)
and (15) yield EIFOVs of approximately 1.20 km in the
AVHRR satellite data are significantly correlated at the
alongscandirection and approximately 1.28 km in the along- lowest spatial lags in both the alongscan and alongtrack
track direction. These results indicate (1) that the AVHRR
directions due to (1) overlap of adjacent pixels and (2)
pixel geometry is asymmetric and (2) that the effective
nonideal LSFs. Simulated autocorrelationsin the alongscan
spatial resolution of the instrument, as defined above, is
direction are approximately 0.4 due to overlap and approxsomewhat lower than the nominal value of 1.1 km (at nadir).
imately 0.51 due to the LSF at lag 1, small but possibly
These results parallel those of Park et al. [1984], who found
significantat lag 2, and not significant beyond lag 2. AutoEIFOVs for the MSS aboard Landsat to be significantly
correlation due to pixel overlap is different in the alongtrack
larger than the commonly accepted values(s) for the spatial
direction because the percent of overlap is not constant but
resolution of that instrument.
Due to an effective lower
increases with increasing satellite scan angle. Autocorrelaspatial resolution for the AVHRR, previous estimates of
tion due to nonideal LSFs is slightly greater in the alongscan
gradient strength across oceanic fronts, for example, have
direction due, in part, to a nonzero phase shift that occursin
probably been overestimated (by --•10%).

Finally, we consider the accuracy of the calculations
performed in the analysis above. First, the MTF data used
here are representative of the AVHRR only to the extent
that the particular instrument on the NOAA 10 spacecraftis
representative of the other radiometers that have been, or
will be, flown in this series. The accuracy of the calculations
themselves can be questioned on several grounds. First,
MTF data are only available at four discrete spatial frequencies and in no case span the entire frequency range of
interest. Thus the MTF data must be extrapolated at higher
frequencies to provide a complete response function. The
errors that might be expected in this extrapolation have not
been estimated. Also, the error introduced by estimating a
sine wave approximation to the square wave MTF provided
by the manufacturer is not known. As indicated, it has been
assumedthroughout that the effect of sensor-inducedautocorrelation due to pixel overlap is independentof that due to
the system LSFs. Any interdependenceof these effects will
most likely detract from the accuracy of the results. On the
positive side, however, althoughthese errors may affect the
autocorrelations that were calculated, and could influence
the EIFOV results, the overall results concerningthe number of pixels over which sensor-inducedautocorrelation is
significant, should be relatively insensitive to such errors.

the AVHRR

electronics.

To avoid the problem of sensor-inducedautocorrelation,
the raw data should be subsampled every third pixel. To
avoid sensor-induced autocorrelation with no loss of data, a

time series ARIMA model could be employed with coefficients derived from the previously calculated autocorrelations. Spatial averagingof adjacent pixels does not eliminate
the problem of sensor-inducedautocorrelation in A VHRR
satellite data. The EIFOV of the AVHRR (NOAA 10)
indicates that the spatial resolution of this instrument is
somewhat less (-• 1.25 km) than the nominal value of 1.1 km
(at nadir). Correlation length scales for SST for AVHRR
satellite data subsampledin accordance with the results of
this study are consistentlyin the neighborhoodof 20 km over
one portion of the Gulf Stream. Sensor-inducedcorrelation
resultsin a small but detectablesuppressionof the gradients
associated with sharp oceanic fronts. That the effective
spatial resolution of the AVHRR is lower than the nominal
value which has been previously assumed, leads to overestimates of gradient strengthof the order of 10%.
The accuracy of the simulated autocorrelationspresented
for the AVHRR is, in part, limited by (1) an incomplete
specification of the MTF response function and (2) the
necessity of estimating a sine wave MTF from the square

BREAKER: ESTIMATING

wave MTF

data which are available.

AND REMOVING SENSOR-INDUCED

It is recommended

that

additional calculationsbe performed to determine the sensitivity of the results presented here to the sources of error
indicated

above.

Finally, sensor-induced autocorrelation can also be expected to contribute to interpixel correlations for other
spaceborneradiometers such as the MSS (on Landsat), the
CZCS (on Nimbus 7), and the OLS (on the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)) satellites.The approach
used in this study should be useful in quantifying sensorinduced correlation

for these sensors as well.
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